In this paper, we present GEVR, the first Group Event Venue Recommendation system that incorporates mobility via individual location traces and context information into a "social-based" group decision model to provide venue recommendations for groups of mobile users. Our study leverages a real-world dataset collected using the OutWithFriendz mobile app for group event planning, which contains 625 users and over 500 group events. We first develop a novel "social-based" group location prediction model, which adaptively applies different group decision strategies to groups with different social relationship strength to aggregate each group member's location preference, to predict where groups will meet. Evaluation results show that our prediction model not only outperforms commonly used and state-of-the-art group decision strategies with over 80% accuracy for predicting groups' final meeting location clusters, but also provides promising qualities in cold-start scenarios. We then integrate our prediction model with the Foursquare Venue Recommendation API to construct an event venue recommendation framework for groups of mobile users. Evaluation results show that GEVR outperforms the comparative models by a significant margin.
INTRODUCTION
Online venue recommendation services, such as Foursquare, Google Maps, and Yelp, demonstrate the importance placed on recommending venues to an individual mobile user, e.g., what coffee shop or restaurant should that person visit next. However, such venue recommendation does not address the larger challenge of recommending venues to a group of mobile users who are trying to choose a place to meet, e.g., friends and colleagues trying 34:2 • J.S. Zhang et al.
to decide on a restaurant for lunch or dinner. In this case, the members of the group may have a wide range of behaviors and preferences and be scattered across many locations. This paper addresses this topic of recommending event venues to groups of mobile users, a service that we expect will become increasingly important as people get more and more digitally connected and organize their social gatherings via mobile technologies. While effective recommendation to individual users is already a challenging task, developing event venue recommendations for groups of mobile users is significantly more challenging due to a number of reasons. Groups of users often have a wide variety of behaviors and preferences which must be resolved to achieve the best recommendations to the group. In addition, different members of a group may be at varied locations, so mobility considerations should be taken into account when recommending a place to meet. Groups are also dynamic rather than static, and so group membership may change fluidly from event to event, unlike individual recommendation for the same target user.
Prior studies in group-based recommendation has addressed the issue of resolving differing preferences of individual members of the group in order to provide the best recommendation [8, 15, 32] . However, the role that location and mobility of different group members may play in influencing the group's final choice has not been addressed in these articles. Some scant prior research in group event venue recommendation [6, 31] has been confined only to in-lab surveys and has not studied the real-world dynamics of groups of mobile users, nor its impacts on group decision-making. We believe this is an exciting area ripe for exploration by the ubiquitous computing research community. Due to the explosion of people scheduling group events online using smart devices, we expect mobile and context-aware computing to be used extensively to reduce the friction inherent in coordination and assist groups in making decisions.
As the first step towards this direction, we present GEVR, a novel Group Event Venue Recommendation system that tackles the recommendation challenge by incorporating mobility patterns and social relations among group members. To tackle the complexity of group recommendation, GEVR splits the recommendation process into three separate steps:
(1) Group location cluster detection: Using individual group members' historical location traces, GEVR first identifies location clusters where the group members have colocated in the past. (2) Group event location cluster prediction: After identifying these group location clusters, GEVR uses a newly designed social-based group location cluster prediction model to estimate which location cluster the group is more likely to meet at. (3) Event venue recommendation: Finally, GEVR aggregates restaurants near group members' frequented locations using the Foursquare Venue Recommendation API [14] , and re-ranks them based on the prediction results calculated by Step (2) to build a final top-K recommendation list.
Evaluation results show that our prediction model achieves over 80% accuracy for predicting a final meeting location cluster. Furthermore, through the combination of the group location clusters identified, cluster prediction results and Foursquare Venue Recommendation API, GEVR achieves promising recommendation performance and outperforms the baseline models by a significant margin. A key contribution of this paper is that the efficacy of GEVR has been evaluated using a large-scale, real-world dataset that was collected from a mobile application called OutWithFriendz [41] , which supports group event scheduling by enabling users to propose event venues and dates, invite people to join the group, and vote on venues and dates. The finalized event location and date are confirmed through location tracking in the app. In summary, we make the following fundamental contributions in this work:
• We introduce GEVR, the first system that provides event venue recommendation to groups of mobile users. We present a novel algorithm for recommending event venues to groups of mobile users that re-prioritizes the results of the Foursquare Venue Recommendation API according to group properties, namely the likelihood of the venue residing in a location cluster that the group is likely to visit.
-To generate a ranking of each group's preferences for its location clusters, we separate the problem into first generating individual group members' preferences for those clusters, and then combining the individual preferences into a group ranking via a group decision strategy. -Our analysis reveals that location familiarity, individual activeness, day of the week, and population density are strong predictors of individual cluster preferences. -We construct an innovative "Edge-RWR+CART" model to incorporate these identified features for predicting individual location preference. It is not only demonstrated to be more superior to the comparative models but also flexible for adding new contextual features. -We design a novel "social-based" group location prediction model, which adaptively applies different group decision strategies to groups with different social relationship strength to aggregate group members' individual location preferences. • We collect data that is difficult to attain concerning which venues groups choose to meet at, obtaining over 500 real-world group events by over 600 users from a mobile application over one year, thereby establishing ground truth on which venues these groups chose for their gatherings. • We evaluate the effectiveness of GEVR using our real-world dataset. Detailed evaluation results show that using our "social-based" group location prediction model outperforms all the commonly used and state-of-the-art baselines with a significant margin, even in the cold-start scenarios.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss related work. In Section 3, we review the functions of the group event mobile application relevant to our dataset collection, and the problem formulation. Then in Section 5, we present detailed analysis of group location cluster detection and parameter selection using collected user location traces. The design of our social-based group location prediction model is introduced in Section 6, and the framework of our group event venue recommendation is described in Section 7. Performance evaluations are presented in Section 8. Finally, we highlight the key findings, discuss important implications and future improvements, and conclude this paper.
RELATED WORK
The problem of making recommendations to a group of users has been investigated in a number of works [8, 15, 32] . Gartrell et al. propose a group recommendation model that utilizes social and content interests of group members to recommend movies for groups of users [15] . The work by Cheney et al. presents a large-scale study of television viewing habits. They provide an analysis of how the viewing patterns shift across various group contexts and discussed the impact of these findings on the performance of a group TV program recommendation system [8] . Quintarelli et al. further models users' ability to direct a group's decision by using contextual influence and aggregate it to recommend TV programs for groups of users [32] . All of these works can be summarized as recommending items for groups of users, where user mobility is not much of a concern. Our problem, group event venue recommendation is more challenging as users' mobility patterns can play a significant role in group decision making. Before the actual event gathering, group members may be distributed in different geographical areas. Thus, recommending a venue that will optimize group satisfaction is more challenging and requires delicate data analysis and system design.
Our work is also generally related to the research topic of understanding the relationship between online and offline social behaviors in groups. Lane et al. consider various social phenomena and environmental factors and design a Networked Community Behavior framework which can exploit community-scale behavior patterns [22] . Zhang et al. studies how does team performance impact fan behavior on Reddit NBA fan groups [44] . The work by Park et al. introduce a social context-aware smart-phone notification system to help groups of users focus better on in-person social interactions [30] . Jayarajah et al. investigate how users deal with group co-presence to prevent conflictive situations on campus [21] . There are also a few works studying Doodle [34, 35, 47] , an online event scheduling service, where the host can only suggest the meeting times for group members to vote, not venues. Our work adds to this literature by demonstrating the effects of different key factors on group event attendance and how to aggregate individual location preferences to model group decision-making.
Earlier work in event organization has investigated a series of contextual features that would impact a user's decision to attend a group event [11, 16, 26, 42, 43] . Most of these studies rely on datasets collected from popular group event services, such as Meetup, 1 Evite, 2 and Douban Events. 3 This line of research still falls into individual recommendation as the major task is to match potential users who are interested in the event. Very little existing research has explored the subject of recommending event venues for groups of mobile users.
Finally, the proliferation of location-based social services in recent years has enabled a rich body of research in understanding individual movement patterns and predicting when and where people will go next, such as next place prediction [5, 28] , trip planning [25, 46] , ride-sharing management [1, 9, 10] , and individual venue recommendation [23, 29] .
DATASET
The dataset we use in this work is collected using the OutWithFriendz mobile application, which enables group hosts to organize events and negotiate when and where to meet with group members through an embedded voting process [41] . The app is implemented as a client-server architecture that is comprised of both Android and iOS based clients. When creating an event, the host can specify the details of the invitation, including a title, list of suggested meeting venues, times, and invited participants. After the host creates and submits a new invitation, all participants will receive a notification. Then the event scheduling process begins. Every invitee can vote for their preferred venues and times, and suggest more options. After the group consensus process ends, the host decides the final meeting venue and time. To support later negotiation, the host can still update the final venue and time after it is finalized. In the design of the OutWithFriendz mobile application, the host can make decisions based on the voting results, but he/she does not always have to obey them.
The whole dataset contains group event data collected from January 2017 to December 2017. We use two methods for data collection: (1) We advertise the mobile application in our university's student center, dining rooms, and departmental lobbies. (2) We post task assignments on two crowdsourcing platforms: Microworkers [40] and Craigslist [39] . For the users of crowdsourcing platforms, $10-20 is paid to the group host for completing a legitimate event using OutWithFriendz, with the provisions that:
(1) The host must live in the US.
(2) The host should invite at least two other members to the invitation using the mobile app.
(3) The meeting venue and time must be finalized. (4) Each group member should open the location service on his/her smart phone during the event scheduling process and allow location traces to be collected by the mobile app. (5) At least half of the group members should attend the finalized event. We manually confirm this using location traces before approving workers' assignments on crowdsourcing platforms. A user may create or join multiple invitations during this study. To collect user mobility data, the OutWithFriendz mobile app posts users' GPS location traces to the server every five minutes when the mobile app is running in the background or every 30 seconds when the app is running in the foreground. The experimental protocol is reviewed and conducted under IRB Protocol #12-0008. Since our GEVR system utilizes users' location traces to provide recommendation for groups of users, to ensure sufficient data coverage, we remove group events that have members with less than three days of location Figure 1a shows the geographic distribution of all the suggested venues across the US. Blue marks represent places of high-density areas and red in low-density areas. Figure 1b shows the demographics (gender and age) of 341 users in the dataset who fill out the anonymized user demographic questionnaire.
trace data before the invitation was created. Also, we remove group events in which the final meeting venue is not a restaurant. 4 The basic statistics of our dataset after the filtering are shown in Table 1 . The geographic distribution of all suggested venues across the US is projected in Figure 1a . All the venues are further divided into low density and high density areas based on the population density of the venue location. Here the population density information is collected from the 2016 US area development degree data from the US Census Bureau [7] . Our users are widespread over the US, covering 40 states and 117 cities. After the user study, we conduct an anonymized user demographic questionnaire and 341 study participants completed it. Figure 1b shows these users' demographic information. We also observe that all of the groups in our study are of either small or medium sized, with group sizes of 3-6. Among them, 64% of the groups have three members, 19% of the groups have four members, 12% of the groups have five members, and the remaining 5% have six members.
FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
Given all the information collected from the mobile app, to build an effective event venue recommendation system for groups, we tackle the challenges in three steps:
Step 1: Group location cluster detection. In this step, our objective is to gather location trace points of group members into location clusters. The detected location clusters should be able to represent group members' frequented locations. The details of group location cluster detection will be introduced in Section 5. The venues are searched and selected using the integrated Google Maps API.
Step 2: Group location cluster prediction. Using the group location clusters detected from Step 1, our goal of this step is to predict which location clusters the group is likely to meet at. More specifically, we model the probability of each detected location cluster being selected as the final meeting location cluster of the group. The design of our prediction model will be explained in Section 6.
Step 3: Event venue recommendation for groups of mobile users. In this step, our goal is to recommend a list of restaurants for each group event. We use the Foursquare Venue Recommendation API to create a candidate restaurant pool near every detected location cluster generated by Step 1, and re-rank the candidate pool using the prediction results calculated by Step 2 to build a final top-N restaurant recommendation list. The construction of our group event venue recommendation framework will be described in Section 7.
To make effective event venue recommendation for groups of mobile users, the ultimate goal is to reduce and prioritize the venue recommendation list. The three steps gradually build towards this goal. We first use Step 1 to detect group members' frequented geographic areas and concentrate our recommendation on these areas instead of the whole city. After that, by modeling group members' location preferences and aggregating them using the group decision strategy in Step 2, we estimate the likelihood of each location cluster that the group will decide to meet at. Finally, in Step 3, we re-rank the candidate venues in concentrated areas by the estimated likelihood of each location cluster.
GROUP LOCATION CLUSTER ANALYSIS
Given a group with multiple mobile users and their location traces, our first goal is to identify group location clusters, i.e., concentrated regions that group members have visited. Intuitively, a location cluster may represent home, work, or a district, say downtown, near a mall, or a zoned business area where there are many restaurants. Due to the fact that user location data recorded by mobile applications usually contains errors of a few feet, it is impractical to use GPS points in location traces directly for modeling. A common approach in user mobility studies is to cluster nearby geolocation points into location clusters [3, 9, 19] and use them instead of location points when predicting human movements. Inspired by these papers, to generate group location clusters, we first combine all group members' temporally ordered location trace points and apply the widely-used DBSCAN [13] location clustering algorithm to detect group location clusters, which represent significant places that the group members visit frequently. More specifically, every location point is represented by its geographical coordinate pair (latitude and longitude), and fed directly into the DBSCAN clustering algorithm, which identifies dense neighborhoods and groups location points that are very close to each other into the same cluster to represent a location. After the clustering procedure, the ideal situation is that every location point detected from group members' location traces is assigned to a specific location cluster; nearby location points would belong to the same location cluster, and each cluster is relatively separated from each other on the map. We further represent each group location cluster using the centroid of all the location trace points that belong to that cluster. To ensure that the DBSCAN algorithm is able to find sensible and meaningful location clusters using our dataset, and the group's final meeting venue falls within one of these clusters, it is important to analyze and select appropriate values for the parameters.
The main parameters of DBSCAN are min_sample and radius. Min_sample is the minimum number of points required to form a dense region, and radius is the maximum distance allowed between two samples for them to be considered as in the same neighborhood. To determine a reasonable combination of min_sample and radius parameter values, we tried different combinations and examined whether groups' final event venues fall within one of the group location clusters detected. Each group location cluster is represented by the centroid point of all location trace points that belong to that cluster. Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of distances between a group event's final venue and the closest group location cluster using different combinations of min_sample and radius values. For comparison purpose, all groups are also divided equally into low density and (a) Distribution of distances in high density areas.
(b) Distribution of distances in low density areas. Figure 2a and Figure 2b show the cumulative distribution function of distances between each group event's final venue and the closest group location cluster for groups in high density and low density areas, respectively. As can been seen in the figures, when setting min_sample = 40, radius = 20meters, more than 90% of group events' final venues fall within the closest group location cluster (within 500 meters).
high density areas based on the population density of their centroid points. The population density information we use is collected from the 2016 US area development degree data from the US Census Bureau [7] . We find that in both high density and low density areas, when setting min_sample = 40, radius = 20 meters, more than 90% of the final event venues fall into the closest clusters (within 500 meters). When setting min_sample = 20, radius = 20 meters, locations such as highway transitions may fall within the same cluster. The other combinations fail to cover a significant proportion of group event venues in any of the group location clusters. We further confirm that by choosing min_sample = 40, radius = 20 meters, the DBSCAN algorithm is able to find sensible clusters in groups' location traces based on a visual inspection of these clusters plotted on a map. These location clusters appear to correspond to locations frequented visited by our participants, such as work, school, home, etc. Based on this analysis, we set the min_sample value as 40 and the radius value as 20 meters in our group location cluster detection task.
It is also worth noting that in roughly 10% of the group events, the groups' final meeting venues did not fall into any of the group clusters detected. One reasonable explanation is that some group members may have been to this location some time ago but not recently. For example, users may have been to Costco two weeks ago, which is not covered by more recent location traces. It is also possible that groups of users decided to explore a new venue that they had never tried before. We plan to investigate this problem in more detail in the future when we collect more data.
SOCIAL-BASED GROUP LOCATION CLUSTER PREDICTION MODEL
Given the group location clusters determined in the previous section, our goal in this section is to design a statistical model to predict which location cluster the group is going to meet at. Motivated by prior work in group recommendation [8, 15] , we divide this problem into two steps. First, we analyze strong predictors that will impact group member's meeting decisions and construct an innovative "Edge-RWR+CART" model to incorporate these identified features for predicting individual location preference. After that, we aggregate group members' After that, a newly designed consensus function that we term a "social-based" group decision strategy is used to aggregate individual members' location cluster preferences and predict the group's final decision.
location preferences to predict group decisions. Earlier study also suggests that the group decision strategy varies depending on the strength of social connections among group members [15] . Inspired by this observation, in the context of group event venue recommendation, we propose a novel "social-based" group location prediction model, which adaptively applies different group decision strategies to groups with different social relationship strength to aggregate group members' individual location preferences.
Overall Architecture of the Model
The overall architecture of our prediction model is illustrated in Figure 3 . As shown in the figure, individual group members' location traces are first merged to generate the group location clusters shown on the map. We then determine each individual's likelihood of visiting each location cluster, as shown in the table on the right side of the figure. This is accomplished by performing an analysis of the key factors influencing each individual's likelihood of visiting a location cluster, including location familiarity, individual activeness, day of the week, and population density. After determining the individual likelihoods of visiting a location cluster, we then measure the social strength of the group in order to combine the individual location preferences into a prediction of the group's likelihood of visiting each location cluster. This is depicted as the group consensus function f (x) in the figure, along with the two social strength factors that we will use, co-location and trace similarity.
Social Relationship Strength
The social relationships among group members play a significant role in group decision making. Consider the following scenario: Tony and Paul are in the same group voting on a location for dinner on Friday night, and Paul does not like spicy food. If Tony knows Paul very well, he may not suggest or vote for Thai restaurants that are famous for spicy cuisine, even though he himself loves spicy food. A strong social relationship with Paul helps Tony to propose better meeting options. Here we estimate a group's social relationship strength using two factors:
• Average number of daily meetings detected between any two group members using their location traces: The more often two users meet in real life, the more likely that they know each other well. We use the following Group location cluster layer Group member layer criteria to define a meeting in our analysis: Two members must be approximately at the same location (within 20 meters) for at least five minutes. Please note that we use GPS location points, instead of location clusters, as a more accurate estimate of group members' meetings can be obtained using this data. For example, two friends can coincidentally appear at the same farmers market for more than five minutes but not see each other, and thus this should not be counted as a meeting. • Average similarity of group location cluster familiarity between every pair of group members: Two users with more similar location cluster familiarity tend to know each other better. Here we model the group location cluster familiarity of user u by vector loc(u), where the ith element of loc(u) represents the number of location trace points in the ith location cluster detected in our dataset. Furthermore, loc(u) is normalized per user.
Formally, we first measure the social relationship between two group members u i and u j as
where M(u i , u j ) is the normalized average number of meetings per day detected between group members u i and u j , and loc(u i ) is the vector representing u i ′ s location familiarity for each group location cluster. w 1 balances the relative importance of co-occurrence and location trace similarity. Normally user location co-occurrence is a much stronger signal than location trace similarity in indicating social relationship strength. Hence w 1 is set to 0.8 in our experiments based on the observations from our dataset. The similarity of two group members' location cluster familiarity vectors is measured by Cosine similarity:
Given the social relationship strength computed between pairs of users, a group's social relationship strength is defined as the average of all the pairwise social relationships among the group members:
where |G | represents the group size.
Location Familiarity Modeling for Individuals
Next, we focus on what factors may influence an individual to visit a particular location cluster. Figure 3 listed four such factors that we considered, and in this section we focus first on location familiarity as a predictor, followed by the three other factors considered in the next subsection. The location familiarity of individuals within a group may vary from user to user. To model users' location familiarity more accurately, we leverage transitions between group location clusters and the social relationship between group members. Intuitively, if a user's close friend is very familiar with one location cluster, it is highly likely that this user has been there or at least heard about it before, even though a visit to this location was not detected in location trace data. Taking this into consideration, we construct a two-layer graph that effectively combines group members' social relationships and location trace information. The structure of the graph is shown in Figure 4 . There are two layers in the graph: the group location cluster layer and the group member layer. The nodes in the group location cluster layer represent group location clusters, and the nodes in the group member layer represent group members. There are three types of edges in this graph: the user-cluster edge (green), the cluster-cluster edge (red), and the user-user edge (blue).
Edge-specified Random Walk with Restart (Edge-RWR). To estimate a group member's familiarity to a group location cluster, we propose a novel Edge-specified Random Walk with Restart (Edge-RWR) algorithm to calculate the relevance score between a group member and a group location cluster. Unlike the traditional RWR method that treats every edge equally, we define the transition probability of each edge follows.
The user-cluster edge describes the probability that a user will visit a location cluster. Instead of simply using the number of visits, we apply the widely used idea of TF-IDF [33] , where higher values indicate that the user is more interested in this location cluster and this interest is significant among other group members. The same approach is utilized when estimating cluster-cluster and user-user edges' probabilities. Specifically, given m users and n location clusters of a group, the user-cluster subgraph G UC is represented by a m × n adjacency matrix
where Avд(u i , c j ) refers to the average number of visits per day made by user u i to cluster c j . Avд(c j ) refers to the average number of total visits to cluster c j per day made by all the users in the group. And 1 − α 1 is the probability that the walker will restart from a randomly selected user node. The cluster-cluster edges measure the transition probabilities of users going from one location cluster to another. Given n detected location clusters, the cluster-cluster subgraph G CC is represented by a n × n adjacency matrix M CC , where M CC = {p(c j |c i )}, 0 ≤ i < n, 0 ≤ j < n, and p(c j |c i ) is estimated by:
where Avд(u i , c j ) refers to the average number of transitions per day from cluster c i to cluster c j . Avд(c j ) refers to the average number of total transitions to cluster c j per day from all of the group location clusters. And 1 − α 2 is the probability that the walker will restart from a randomly selected location cluster node. The user-user edges represent how well two users know each other. We use social(u i , u j ), introduced in Equation 1, to model the social relationship strength between two users, u i and u j . Given m group members, the user-user subgraph G UU is represented by a m × m adjacency matrix M UU , where M UU = {p(u j |u i )}, 0 ≤ i < m, 0 ≤ j < m, and p(u j |u i ) is estimated by:
where 1 − α 3 is the probability that the walker will restart from a randomly selected user node.
ALGORITHM 1: Edge-specified Random Walk with Restart (Edge-RWR)
Output: Stationary group location cluster vector w C for a random walk starting at u i ; 1: Let all the nodes be initialized to 0, except for a 1 for the u i node; 2: Let w U denote the weights of the column vector of users, and w C denote the weights of the column vector of location clusters; 3: While (U and C have not converged): 4 :
6: Output group location cluster vector w C .
Time Complexity. Algorithm 1 presents the algorithm for finding the stationary vector of the random walk from a single starting user node. The time complexity of "Edge-RWR" is O(k · |V | 2 ), where k is the number of iterations required for convergence, and |V | is the total number of nodes. According to Tong et al. [38] , the ratio of the first two eigenvalues of the transition matrix specifies the rate of convergence to the stationary point. After constructing the group location cluster-group member graph, "Edge-RWR" is then performed to compute the location familiarity between a user and a location cluster. The random walker will start from one node, and travel following the probability assigned to each edge to select the next transition. In addition, in order to avoid stoppage of the random walk, we assume that the random walker will in some cases jump back and restart at the same node. At each transition, the walker would either restart at one node (with probability 1 − β), or move to a neighboring node (with probability β). In the two-layer graph that we constructed, the walker will start from a group member node. For each transition, the walker will either jump to an adjacent node, or jump back to the same starting user node. We set the parameter α 1 = α 2 = α 3 = 0.85, which has also been widely used in prior literature. The intuition is that if a group location cluster node can be easily reached from a group member node, the user has a higher familiarity with this location cluster. Formally, the location familiarity of an individual group member u for location cluster c is modeled as
where PaдeRank u (c) is the PageRank score of group location cluster c for user u after running the Edge-RWR algorithm starting from user u.
Contextual Predictors
6.4.1 User Mobility. User mobility can significantly impact daily activities. In a preference survey, Elgar et al.
find that users with different levels of mobility differ substantially in how they value time [12] . Previous insights also suggest that users with high mobility (longer daily travel distance) tend to be more active in attending group events, and an individual's mobility has a positive correlation with her time and location availability [41] . There are two reasonable explanations for this phenomenon:
• As researchers have found, people with different modes of transportation, such as walking, taking a bus, riding a bike, and driving, exhibit significant difference in how they value time [12, 45] . Users with high mobility may travel by car or public transportation. Highly mobile users are more likely to attend group events that are far away from their current locations. • Zhang et al. also found that users with high mobility are more likely to be active event attendees, as they are used to frequent meetings with friends after school or work, which generates longer travel distances [41] . Figure 5a and 5b show the normalized average number movements on weekdays and weekends. Bad weather causes a sharp decrease of daily movements on both weekdays and weekends, and the impact is larger on weekends compared with weekdays.
As such, we model the influence of user mobility as follows: a user's group event attendance is proportional to the user's mobility. Here we define user mobility as the total travel distance in the 48-hour period preceding the creation of the event. More specifically, we estimate user mobility by summing up the geographical distance between every two consecutive location points detected from the user's location trace data in this time period.
Day of the
Week. Using the detected group location clusters, we can identify a user's daily movement pattern among these location clusters. We find in our data analysis that users' movement patterns can be quite different on weekdays compared with weekends. The average inter-cluster movement distance is 5.3 km on weekends and 4.8 km on weekdays. This pattern seems reasonable, since intuitively people are more willing to travel longer distances for activities on weekends. And the average movement number is 5.2 on weekdays and 5.4 on weekends.
We also find that weather has a significantly different impact on weekdays compared with weekends. We control geographical confounding factors relating to weather by only using a partial dataset collected at our university. When obtaining the weather information during the time of a given movement made by a user, we round the time to the nearest hour. For example, if the starting time of the movement is at 18:15, we collect the weather data at 18:00 that day using the Weathersource API [36] . For the hours with positive precipitation values (including snow), we consider it to be rain. The normalized average movements by hours under different weather conditions on weekdays and weekends are shown in Figure 5 . These results demonstrate that bad weather causes a sharp decrease in daily movements on both weekdays and weekends. We also find that the movement difference between rain and no-rain hours is larger on weekends, indicating that weather has a higher impact on weekend activities compared with weekdays.
In summary, users' movement patterns are considerably different on weekdays and weekends, which also impact users' group meeting preferences. Therefore, it would be beneficial to consider the day of the week information in our prediction model. We also considered including weather information as a contextual feature in our prediction model. However, since we are trying to recommend venues when a group event is created, only weather forecast information can be used, which can be inaccurate but also difficult to collect as our users are spread throughout the US. To ensure that our GEVR system is applicable in real-life cases, we decided not include weather forecast data in our recommendation system in this paper. However, incorporating the impact of weather forecasts on group event decisions could be an interesting topic, which we save for future work. Figure 1a , our users are spread all over the US, across 40 states and 117 cities. Population density can play a significant role in modeling group members' location preferences. Previous research has found that geography and social relationships are inextricably intertwined. People living in rural and urban places exhibit significant differences in using social technologies, such as Facebook and Myspace [4, 17] . These findings inspire us to study the effect of population density on group event scheduling. Therefore, we also incorporate the population density information into our prediction model.
Population Density. As shown in

Individual Location Preference Prediction
Taking all of the features we have discussed thus far into consideration, we integrate all of the contextual features into a Classification and Regression Tree (CART) model [24] . We predict a user's location preference with four types of features: location familiarity, user mobility, day of the week, and population density. Location familiarity is calculated using Equation 7 introduced in Section 6.3. User mobility models a user's average travel distance on a daily basis. For users with high mobility, traveling longer distances can be easier compared with low-mobility users, due to the fact that high-mobility users generally travel by car or public transportation, and they are accustomed to longer-distance travel. Our analysis further illustrates that users' movement patterns vary significantly on weekdays versus weekends, and in high population density areas versus low population density areas; thus, we also add these two features into our regression model. We also evaluated other popular regression methods, such as Linear Regression, Support Vector Regression, and Gradient Boosting Regression. CART outperforms all of these regression models for our application. We present detailed results in Section 8.
One major advantage of our individual location preference prediction model is its flexibility in leveraging new features. Higher-level mobility features, which are related to users' group event attendance activity, can be easily added to our current model. For example, Stenneth et al. [37] and Hemminki et al. [18] have found that a user's mode of transportation, including car, bus, train, walking, and bike, can be accurately inferred using GPS location traces. As future work, we plan to investigate how users' modes of transportation can impact group event attendance.
Social-based Group Location Prediction Model
Thus far, we have constructed a prediction model that integrates all the features we have identified in an intelligent way to model an individual's location preferences. Now, we propose a new "social-based" group location prediction model to aggregate the predicted location preferences for individuals and predict the final location cluster where the group will meet.
Given every group member's location preferences, how does the group arrive at a final decision of where to meet? In previous group recommendation work, three main strategies for aggregating individual preferences have been widely explored [8, 15, 20] : "least misery, " "average satisfaction, " and "maximum satisfaction. "
• Least misery minimizes the dissatisfaction of the least satisfied member: min u ∈G p(u, c).
• Average satisfaction is a straightforward strategy that assumes every group member carries the same weight and computes the average satisfaction: 1 |G | u ∈G p(u, c). • Maximum satisfaction maximizes the enjoyment of the most satisfied group member: max u ∈G p(u, c).
Earlier studies have also argued that groups are diverse and none of these group decision strategies are dominant across all groups [15, 27] . Gartrell role in the group decision-making process. When the relationship strength is high, the final decision tends to reflect the maximum satisfaction strategy. When the relationship strength is weak, the final decision tends to reflect average satisfaction or least misery [15] . The intuition here is clear: If the group members don't know each other, the main guidance for making the group decision is to avoid dissatisfying the other group members.
If the group has high social relationship strength, some people who are knowledgeable about the topic may lead the discussion and others tend to follow their suggestions. Taking these factors into consideration, we propose the following "social-based" group consensus function:
where Social(G) is defined in Equation 3 , and parameters α and β are thresholds for the group's social relationship strength. We choose α = 0.6 and β = 0.2 in our evaluation based on a grid search targeting the best performance for predicting groups' final meeting location clusters using our dataset. We will present the details of our experiments in Section 8.
VENUE RECOMMENDATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present our proposed group event venue recommendation framework. The intuition behind our framework is to re-rank group's nearby venues, returned by Foursquare's API, based on the group location cluster prediction results calculated by Equation 8 to provide event venue recommendation for groups. The main flow of the framework is shown in Figure 6 . Aiming to recommend event venues for groups of mobile users in real-life, our framework is composed of three parts:
(1) The group location clusters generated by grouping location traces' points described in Section 5;
(2) The "social-based" group location prediction model introduced in Section 6;
(3) The venue recommendation system provided by Foursquare's API [14] . Given a combination of location coordinates, a radius, and a limit (maximum number of results to return), the Foursquare API will return a list of recommended venues near the specified location within the given radius. In our setting, given a group G and its group location clusters {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n }, we call the Foursquare API to return a list of m recommended venues {v i1 , v i2 , · · · , v im } for each cluster c i . Here {v i1 , v i2 , · · · , v im } follows the order returned by the Foursquare API. All recommended venues are combined to generate a candidate venue pool. Two factors are leveraged to re-rank the venue pool: the venue rank in the returned list provided by the Foursquare API and probabilities of corresponding location clusters being selected as the final one calculated by our "social-based" group location prediction model. More specifically, the rank score of a venue v i j in the final recommendation list is defined as
where m−(j−1) m models the rank weight returned by the Foursquare API and P(G, c i ) is the probability of location cluster c i being selected as the final location cluster computed by Equation 8. The final venue recommendation list created by our framework is ranked by rankscore(v i j ) among all the venues in the candidate venue pool.
EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of GEVR's proposed individual location preference prediction model, social-based group location cluster prediction model, and group event venue recommendation framework.
Performance of Predicting Individual Location Preference
We first evaluate the performance of predicting individual location preference. Specifically, we evaluate "whether a group member will vote for a suggested venue or not," and the answer is a binary label with 1 representing yes and 0 representing no. The evaluation metrics we use are AUC (the area under the ROC curve) and F1 score. Since our model quantifies a group member's location cluster preference by outputting a probability value, AUC can find the best threshold for the binary classification. And F1 score is computed to evaluate whether the model provides comparatively robust performance. We use a stratified 5-fold cross validation with respect to the users. All the features are standardized.
As introduced in Section 6, our prediction model utilizes four main types of features: location familiarity, user activeness, day of the week, and population density. By comparing the performance of the popular supervised models shown in Table 2 , we find that "Edge-RWR+CART" achieves the best results. The other supervised regression models include Linear Regression (LR), Support Vector Regression (SVR), and Gradient Boosting Regression (GR). "Edge-RWR+CART" achieves the best overall performance in estimating users' location cluster preference (AUC = 0.851, F1 = 0.831) and outperforms all the other supervised models by a clear margin (beating the second best one "Edge-RWR+GR" by 8.9% in AUC and 7.1% in F1 Score). More importantly, our newly proposed "Edge-RWR" beats the traditional "RWR" consistently when combined with each supervised learning model that we tested with an average improvement of 13%, indicating that our edge-specified network is superior in estimating the location cluster preference between a group member and a location cluster.
Performance of Predicting Where Groups Meet
The next question is whether we can accurately predict where a group meets by using our newly designed "social-based" group decision strategy. We formulate the problem as a multi-class prediction task: Given all the group location clusters, can we accurately predict which location cluster the group will decide to meet at. Note that the design of the mobile application allows a host to override the voting results by selecting a final venue that is not necessarily the winning one (based on group members' votes). This may happen when group Table 2 . Performance for predicting individual location preference. Standard error values are shown in parentheses. "Edge-RWR+CART" outperforms all the other supervised models by a clear margin. Moreover, our newly proposed "Edge-RWR" beats the traditional "RWR" consistently when combined with each supervised learning model that we tested, indicating that our edge-specified network is superior in estimating the familiarity between a group member and a location cluster.
Model
AUC F1 Score members discussed where to hang out and made an agreement to disregard the poll results. In our dataset, the host decided to override the majority voting results in roughly 20% of the group events. Therefore, we could measure the effectiveness as either predicting the most popular location cluster according to the poll results, i.e., the "winning location cluster," or predicting the final location cluster actually visited by the group including overrides, namely the "final location cluster. " To evaluate the performance of our model, we report the prediction accuracy of both the winning location cluster and the final location cluster. We compare our "social-based" group location prediction model with the three commonly used group decision models introduced in Section 6.6, and three other state-of-the-art group recommendation models that have been shown to be effective in their specific group settings in prior literature:
• Logsitic regression-based [8] : A logistic regression-based approach that determines the probability of a group view (p G ) from the individual probabilities:
• Rule-based [15] : A rule-based group consensus framework that constructs associative classification rules by mining the training dataset. • Expertise-based [32] : Estimating group decision by averaging the individual preference with weighted expertise. The expertise is defined as the number of times this user participated before. The results of predicting the winning location cluster and the final location cluster are shown in Table 3 . As can be observed in the table, our newly proposed social-based group decision strategy achieves the best performance in both predicting winning location cluster (Accuracy=0.826) and final location cluster (Accuracy=0.801). It is also worth noting that our "social-based" group location prediction model achieves better prediction accuracy than all other three widely-used single group decision strategies, with an average improvement of 12%. This echoes the insights illustrated in [15, 27] : groups are diverse and none of the single group decision strategies are dominant across all groups. The accuracy achieved by the "logistic regression-based" approach also shows that a linear combination of individual preferences without considering the social relationship strength among group members does not perform well. Moreover, our "social-based" model performs much better than the "expertise-based" model. One possible explanation is that our dataset currently does not have enough events created by the same group. As a result, the expertise of group members cannot be accurately modeled in such cold-start scenarios. We would like to explore if the "expertise-based" model will perform better when we have more group events data. We save this topic for future study. Table 3 . Accuracy of predicting the winning location cluster and final location cluster. Individual location preferences are estimated using "Edge-RWR+CART" as it achieves the highest performance in modeling individual location preference. Standard error values are shown in parentheses. Our "social-based" group location prediction model achieves better prediction accuracy than all the other comparative models, with an average improvement of 12%.
Winning location cluster Final location cluster Least misery [32] 0.689 (0.019) 0.668 (0.018) Average satisfaction [8, 15, 32] 0.771 (0.016) 0.753 (0.017) Most pleasure [8, 32] 0.760 (0.019) 0.739 (0.022) Logistic regression-based [8] 0.767 (0.016) 0.741 (0.019) Rule-based [15] 0.686 (0.022) 0.657 (0.024) Expertise-based [32] 0.758 (0.018) 0.729 (0.016) Social-based 0.826 (0.013) 0.801 (0.013)
Performance for groups of different sizes. To better understand the impact of group size on recommendation performance, we computed the prediction accuracy for different group sizes using our "social-based" group location cluster prediction model. Our model achieves an average accuracy of 0.818 for groups with three members (0.826 for the winning location cluster and 0.810 for the final location cluster), 0.807 for groups with four members (0.833 for the winning location cluster and 0.781 for the final location cluster), and 0.806 for groups with 5-6 members (0.823 for the winning location cluster and 0.788 for the final location cluster). These results show that our model performs reasonably well for groups with sizes between 3-6. However, the trend or the change in prediction performance is not statistically significant. As described in Section 3, only 17% of the groups in our dataset have more than four members. This would be an interesting problem to explore when we collect more data for larger groups.
Feature analysis. Our "social-based" prediction model utilizes four types of features: Location familiarity (Location), user mobility (Mob), day of the week (Day), and population density (Den). To understand the effectiveness of these features, we evaluate the prediction performance using different feature combinations. As shown in Figure 7a , using location familiarity alone achieves reasonable performance, and adding user mobility further increases the accuracy (from 0.756 to 0.791 for predicting the winning location cluster, and from 0.728 to 0.770 for predicting the final location cluster). One possible explanation is that users with high mobility may travel by car or use public transportation. Reaching far-away places are thus easier for them. It is also likely that users with high mobility are inherently active event attendees, as they are used to frequent meetings with friends after school or work [41] . Additionally, both day of the week and population density features contribute to the overall improvement.
Performance on Groups with Cold-Start Users. As we discussed in previous sections, it is common for groups to have newly joined members without (sufficient) historical information. To evaluate our "social-based" group location prediction model in such cold-start scenarios, we set up two experiments:
• Leave-one-out: Assuming one group member is a new user of the app, we do not have any historical information about him/her. • Effect of data sparsity: We further study how our model deals with the cold-start problem by using only a proportion of each user's data (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%). Figure 7b shows the performance of the "leave-one-out" experiment. We simulate three "leave-one-out" situations by leaving (a) the group host, (b) a random group member (except the host and the last joined group member), or (c) the last joined group member as the new user with no historical information available. As we can see in Figure 7b , the group host's location information has the largest impact on the overall prediction performance (Figure 7a ) and cold-start analysis (Figure 7b ). In Figure 7a , using the location familiarity and user mobility features already provide reliable performance. Both day of the week and population density features also contribute to the overall improvement. In Figure 7b , the group host's location information has the most significant impact on the overall prediction performance when predicting both the "winning location cluster" and "final location cluster, " while the last joined group member has the least impact.
when predicting both the "winning location cluster" and the "final location cluster, " while the last joined group member has the least impact. This finding echoes an observation made in [41] : "The group host will have more influence on the group decision-making process. The late coming voters tend to vote for options that align with existing voting results, thus, having smaller impacts on the final decisions. " More importantly, our "social-based" group location prediction model achieves promising results with cold-start users in the group, with an average accuracy of 0.768 when assuming the last group member' data is unknown and an average accuracy of 0.740 when leaving a random group member's data out. We further study how our proposed model deals with the data sparsity problem by using different proportions of the users' location traces and compare it with all the other models shown in Table 3 . The results are shown in Figure 8 . We gradually increase the proportion of users' location traces used for testing the performance from the first 20%, first 40%, till 100% (temporally ordered). As can be seen in the figure, our proposed "social-based" model consistently outperforms all the other models when the proportion is above 40%. It does not perform very well when only 20% of the location traces are available for prediction. It is likely that the social relationship strength among group members cannot be precisely estimated with very limited data, which affects the overall prediction accuracy.
Performance of Event Venue Recommendation for Groups of Mobile Users
To evaluate whether our proposed GEVR system is effective for providing event venue recommendations for groups of mobile users, we compare it with the following baselines:
• Foursquare: Get 50 recommended restaurants provided by the Foursquare Venue Recommendation API by searching the city name where the group is located at and retain the restaurants' Foursquare rankings without any modification. • Most popular: Same as the Foursquare model but re-ranks the restaurants by Foursquare number of check-ins (popularity). • Highest rating: Same as the Foursquare model, but re-ranks the restaurants by Foursquare user review star rating. If there is a tie, the restaurant with more check-ins is ranked higher.
(a) Accuracy of predicting the winning location cluster.
(b) Accuracy of predicting the final location cluster. Fig. 8 . Accuracy of predicting the winning location cluster (Figure 8a ) and the final location cluster (Figure 8b ) using all the models in Table 3 with different proportions of users' location trace data. Our proposed "social-based" model consistently outperforms all the other models when the proportion of data is over 40%.
• Equal-weighted: For each detected group location cluster, getting 50 recommended restaurants by searching the nearby area within 0.5 km using the Foursquare Venue Recommendation API and rank them using Equation 9 , assuming every location cluster is weighted equally. If there is a tie, restaurants with more check-ins are ranked higher. • Least misery [32] : Using the "least misery" group location prediction model to recommend venues.
• Average satisfaction [8, 15, 32] : Using the "average satisfaction" group location prediction model to recommend venues. • Most pleasure [8, 32] : Using the "most pleasure" group location prediction model to recommend venues.
• Logistic regression-based [8] : Using the "logistic regression-based" group location prediction model to recommend venues. • Rule-based [15] : Using the "rule-based" group location prediction model to recommend venues.
• Expertise-based [32] : Using the "expertise-based" group location prediction model to recommend venues.
Here, getting 50 recommended restaurants means setting the field limit = 50 as the number of results to return when using the Foursquare API. We choose 50 because it is the maximum number allowed. The returned list could be shorter than 50 if there are not enough restaurants registered nearby.
The three basic baselines "most popular," "highest rating," and "Foursquare" are intended to demonstrate the recommendation performance without leveraging the detected group location clusters. The "equal-weighted" baseline uses group location clusters information, but assumes no prediction results are provided, so all detected group location clusters are equally weighted. The next six baselines combine individual location preference with different group decision strategies, aiming to determine the feasibility of our social-based group decision strategy for event venue recommendation. We use a widely used metric, hit rate, to evaluate the recommendation performance of these models. For each group, we recommend top-N (N=5,10,15,20 in our experiments). Hit rate is defined as the proportion of groups' top-N recommendation lists that includes the final venue decided by the group in our dataset. For example, suppose there are 100 group events; then we would generate 100 top-N lists. For a given event, if the final venue chosen by the participants is included in the top-N recommendation list generated for that event, then we consider that the recommendation to be a success. If out of 100 events, 30 events' final venues are included in their corresponding top-N lists, then the hit rate (final venue) is 0.3. Results of hitting the final group meeting venue for each of these baseline models, as well as our GEVR, are shown in Figure 9 , top subfigure. We can see that our baselines gradually build towards the performance of our final recommendation system GEVR, indicating that each of the components (location clusters, individual location preference model, and social-based group decision strategy) is a meaningful contribution to the event venue recommendation for groups of mobile users.
The three basic baselines are clearly ineffective, achieving an average hit rate for Top 5, Top 10, and Top 20, with only 0.08, 0.12, and 0.17, respectively. In comparison, the "equal-weighted" model, which considers group location cluster information, achieves better performance. But it is not as effective as the remaining ones that model the group decision-making process to help re-rank the recommendation list. Our "social-based" group location prediction model outperforms the other six comparative models with an average improvement of 14% for Top-5, 15% for Top-10, and 19% for Top-20. This fits our expectation, as the social-based group decision strategy provides the most promising accuracy in predicting the groups' final location cluster, as shown in Table 3 . We further calculate the success rate of hitting at least one of the group's suggested venues, i.e., venues that they voted on, using all these models. This is a different and broader metric than the prior hit rate (final venue), so we define this as hit rate (one venue). For example, suppose for a given event that the group members have suggested three venues that they are interested in visiting. Then if any one of those three appear in the top-N list, we consider that recommendation to be a success. If out of 100 group events, at least one of the voted-upon venues appear in a top-N list for 30 of those events, then the hit rate (one venue) is 0.3. The results of this metric are shown in Figure 2 , bottom subfigure. As can be seen, the relative recommendation performance of the different methods follows a similar pattern as the previous metric. The overall absolute value of this hit rate (one venue) metric is higher than the final venue hit rate because there is a higher chance of any one of the suggested venues appearing in a top-N list compared with just the final venue appearing.
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
In this work, we present GEVR, the first event venue recommendation system for groups of mobile users. The system tackles the recommendation challenges by splitting the problem into three separate steps: (1) detecting group location clusters using group members' location traces; (2) predicting where the group will meet; and (3) aggregating and re-ranking venues in nearby areas, crawled through the Foursquare Venue Recommendation API, to create a final venue recommendation list based on the prediction results. When predicting a group's gathering decision, we first model individual group members' location preferences based on four types of features: location familiarity, user activeness, day of the week, and population density. We then design a novel social-based group location prediction model to aggregate individual preferences and predict the group's final decisions based on the group's social relationship strength.
To evaluate the performance of GEVR, we have collected a unique dataset from a group event scheduling mobile application, OutWithFriendz. In total, 625 users participated in this study and created 502 group events. Our users are widespread across the US, covering 40 states and 117 cities. Evaluation results show that GEVR can provide over 80% accuracy for predicting which location cluster the group will meet at, and our newly designed social-based group location prediction model outperforms all the other state-of-the-art group location prediction models with an average improvement of 16% on hit rate.
Significant Implications
One of the significant implications of this work is that it is essential to integrate location considerations into an event venue recommendation framework for groups of mobile users. As demonstrated clearly in Figure 9 , approaches that do not consider group members' location behavior in the recommendation process performed much worse than our GEVR approach. We expect that the research community will build upon this finding, and future solutions for group recommendation in other contexts will also incorporate mobility into their recommendation strategies.
Similarly, our work clearly demonstrates that methods for individual venue recommendation such as "most Popular, " "highest rating, " and "Foursquare" are considerably less effective when applied to group venue recommendation than algorithms that incorporate knowledge of group characteristics. Group properties, such as mobility spread, membership fluidity, and diversity of interests, introduce a higher level of complexity that impacts the final venue chosen by the group. Unlike individual recommendation, which mostly relies on personal preferences, negotiation and coordination are necessary for group members to reach a final agreement. Understanding the group negotiation and coordination process is critical for understanding group event scheduling behaviors and providing effective group event venue recommendation. Our work also indicates that one simple group decision strategy, e.g., average satisfaction, cannot apply to all the groups. Groups with strong social relationships usually apply different strategies compared with groups with weak social relationships.
Our results are uniquely validated based on a large number of real-world group venue events that have been quite challenging to obtain. For privacy reasons, we are unable to release the dataset of group events, because the location traces are difficult to fully anonymize. However, we can lower the barrier to entry for future researchers and have obtained permission from the authors of the software used in this study to release the applications as open source. This will enable other researchers to obtain valuable ground truth data to study the fine-grained behavior of groups of mobile users, and thus drive the growth in the research community for developing practically validated recommendation solutions for groups of mobile users.
Our work builds upon commercial location-based social services (LBSNs) such as Foursquare. This strategy opens up opportunities for more in-depth partnerships with the industry on joint development of novel group recommendation algorithms and systems that can be validated in the real world. This research strengthens the capabilities of academia in approaching the industry for collaborations, such as Google, Apple, and mobile social networks like Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat, in hopes of introducing mobile tools that can facilitate useful group event coordination and venue recommendation.
There are a variety of strong use cases for our GEVR in real life. First, online group event organization services could use GEVR to find venues in their databases that are highly likely to be suitable for most group members. As previous research has pointed out, for many social groups, how to organize an event and attract more participants continues to be a difficult task. Even experienced organizers still feel stressed when planning a group event [2] . Our GEVR could to some extent reduce the group event host's burden of deciding where to meet. Additionally, although future research is needed to verify this hypothesis, it is possible that our GEVR could help target potential participants who would be interested in attending this group event. With the suggested venues and ongoing voting results of a new group event, we may be able to find group members' friends who fit this proposal perfectly. Validating this hypothesis could also be an exciting topic for future research.
Future Work
We plan to investigate the following dimensions to further improve the performance of GEVR. We would like to explore richer contextual clues in hopes of improving the accuracy of group recommendation. Location/mobility has proven to be quite helpful in improving the performance of the algorithm. More detailed social connection information may also prove fruitful. Weather forecast information could also be leveraged in our system. In addition, more historical information, such as voting behaviors within the application and venue preferences, would be useful to explore. Our dataset is comprised primarily of younger people, and we would like to incorporate a broader age demographic among our groups. We are also interested in how to incorporate serendipity into the group event venue recommendation process. Our current recommendation system is dependent on historical behavior in terms of preferences and locations. However, we also find that roughly 10% of the group events occurred in venues that do not fall into any of the detected group location clusters, indicating that groups may sometimes explore new venues that have not been visited before. To improve our system, we can leverage collaborative filtering, which has been shown to be very effective for individual recommendation. Specifically, when we have many groups in the same city, we can measure the similarity of different groups based on the context information, such as location traces and venue preferences. We can then recommend venues that are frequently visited by similar groups. Another strategy is to add a few "most popular" or "highest rated" venues in nearby areas that the group has never visited before into the recommendation list. How to balance the level of diversity between familiar and unfamiliar recommended places is an important research question for future exploration.
During our user study, we do not restrict the types of events that groups can organize. There are different types of events in our dataset, such as dining, outdoor hiking, and movies. However, we find that dining is the dominant event type. As described in Section 3, dining events account for 81% of all events in our dataset. As such, we decided to focus on dining recommendation in this paper. This is actually more challenging than recommending other types of event venues, since the number of restaurants in the same location cluster is much higher than other types of venues, such as movie theaters or hiking trails. We expect the proposed recommendation strategy would also help for other types of events, and would like to investigate it further when we have more data for other types of events.
Privacy concerns are becoming increasingly important, and we are interested in exploring ways to protect group members' location privacy. Protecting members' location privacy in group events may be more challenging than ensuring the privacy of individual users in other applications, as users' sensitive location information may be exposed to other group members. There are well-known individual privacy protection mechanisms such as k-anonymity and differential privacy. Whether those methods can offer adequate privacy protection for groups in a dynamic mobile setting is an open question. To address this problem, we would like to investigate several possible solutions. For example, for users who have privacy concerns and do not want their locations to be tracked, we could ask them to explicitly specify a list of their favorite venues when registering to use our application. Location preferences can be modeled using these specified venues, which may not be as effective as using location traces directly, but offers a good comprise between accuracy and privacy. In addition, adding a few "most popular" or "highest rated" venues in infrequently visited and unknown areas may be a good strategy to minimize disclosure of location information among group members.
